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Magnetic structure and modification of hyperfine field 
in Er,Y,-J?e,O,, garnets: a nuclear magnetic resonance 
study 

V A Borodint, V D Doroshevt, T N Tarasenkot, M M Savostat and 
P NovlkS 
t Institute of Technical Physics, 340 114 Donetsk, USSR 
0 Institute of Physics, Na Slovance 2,18040 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia 

Received 15 February 1991 

Abstract. TheNMR0n”Fe nuclei locatedatoctahedral and tetrahedralsitesof Y1-pr.FebOl, 
garnets was measured at liquid-helium temperature. By analysing the results on poly- 
crystalline samples with x = 0.2 and 2.8. obtained in a zero external held (magnetization 
along the (100) direction), we determined the non-collinear umbrella-like arrangement of 
the magnetic moments of Er“ ions and modification of the hyperfine held on nFe nuclei 
caused by Er e Y substitution. The umbrella angle is23(t3)”. These results were then used 
in theanalysisofNMnofthesinglecrystalwithx = 0.12inanextemalmagneticfieldparallel 
to the [Ill] direction. In thiscase there are twoanglescharacterizingthe manneticumbrella, 
their values being 12(tIO)”and48(3-9)” 

1. Introduction 

The subject of recent studies (Englich er a1 1985, 1990, Brabenec et a1 1987a, b) in 
which one of us participated was the NMR of ”Fe in several rare-earth(RE)-substituted 
ferrimagneticgarnets RE,Y3-pe5Ol2. It was shown that in these systems it is possible to 
determine from the NMR spectra the non-collinear ‘umbrella’ magnetic structure of the 
 RE^+ moments. The underlyingideaisverysimple; forlowconcentrations ofRE(typica1ly 
x = 0.2) the Fe3+ ions, in the vicinity of which one Y3’ ion is replaced by RE3*, give rise 
todistinct ‘satellite’lines. Thesplittings between thesatellitesandmainlinesaredirectly 
connected with the RE3+ moments inRE. Under favourable conditions (well resolved 
satellites, and a small change in the transferred hyperfine fields) the determination of 
inRE is then simple and straightforward. For the HOT+ ion the corresponding analysis 
(Englich et a1 1985) yielded results which agreed both with the crystal field analysis and 
with the experimental value of total magnetization. At the same time it indicated on 
possible misinterpretation (Guillot er a1 1984) of the neutron diffraction data. 

In the present paper the above-described method is applied to garnets containing 
Er”. Although these systems have been the subject of numerous studies, the umbrella 
structure of E?+ moments is still not known (the analysis of the neutron diffraction data 
by TchCou et a1 (1980) was based on a false assumption that [lll] is the easy direction of 
magnetization). Recently we have studied the NMR of I6’Er nuclei in Er,Fe501, and 
obtained the magnitudes of Es+ magnetic moments (Savosta eta1 1989). However, the 
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Table 1. Local coordinate systems of c sites and magnetic moments of RE'* for the lata1 
magnetizationhf along [Ool] and [ I l l ]  directions. 

Magnetic momenls 

Table 2. Crystal struclure data of YIG and ErlG. 

Oxygen parameters Distances (nm) 
~ ~~ a" 

Garnet (nm) x Y z RE-0 Fe(o)-0 Fe(d)-0 
. , , , , ,  

YIG 1.2367 -0.0271 0,0567 0.1504 0.2357 0.2017 0.1865 

EFIG 1.2347 -0.0267 0.0579 0.1506 0.2351 0.2019 0.1868 
0.2436 

0.2415 

uncertainty in the value of the total magnetic moment did not allow us to determine the 
umbrella angle with sufficient precision. On comparison with the paper of Engltch elu/ 
(1985) the present study has two novel features. First, the system Er,Y3-,FesO12 is 
studied for both small (x  = 0.2) and large (x  = 2.8) concentrations of Er. Skcond, 
the measurements on single crystals in an external magnetic field allowed NMR to be 
measured with the magnetization along other than the easy direction. 

Preliminary results which mainly concerned the modificatton of the hyperfine field 
in substituted Er-Y iron garnets were recently reported by Novhk eta/  (1990). 

2. Er,Y,.~esO12crystal and magnetic data 

Thesysteminquestioncrystallizesin thecubic0;"group with 160atomsin theunitcell. 
Fe3+ ions occupy tetrahedral ( d )  and octahedral (a) positions, while Y3' and Er'+ ions 
enter the dodecahedral (c) sublattice. d sites are tetragonally distorted with the S4 axis 
parallel to (100). while U sites are distorted trigonally (C, axisll(ll1)). The csites have a 
rhombicsymmetry; therearesixcsites withdifferentlyorientedlocalcoordinatesystems 
(table 1). The oxygen atoms are situated in general positions characterized by three 
oxygen parametersx, y, z.  The crystal data taken from Winkler (1981) of both yttrium 
iron garnet (YIG) Y,FesO12 and erbium iron garnet (ErIG) Er$e5Ol2 are given in 
table 2. 
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YIG belongs to the group of most thoroughly studied ferrimagnets. The moments 
m(a) and m(d) of the a and d site Fe3+ ions are antiparallel and the following equation 
holds: 

3m(d) - Zm(a) = 5pB at 4.2 K. (1) 
In REIG the magnetic moments of individual F@ ions make an angle with the total 
magnetization, forming a so-called umbrella structure. For the general direction of M 
there are six different moments m(RE3') corresponding to six c sites in table 1. If M is 
along the symmetry axis, the number of magnetically inequivalent RE3+ ions is reduced; 
forMll[OOl] orMll[111], only two remain (table 1). 

According to our recent results (Savosta eta! 1990) the magnitudes of E?+ magnetic 
moments and the umbrella angle forM along (001) are 

m = 6.59(7)pB m' = 4.29(9)pB 0" < p < 26" (2) 
where the angle p? = cos-'(c). 

The magnetic properties of Eric have been studied experimentally by many workers 
(see Guillot et al (1981) and Veltruskq (1987) for references). Guillot et a1 (1981) 
performed an extensive study of the field and temperature dependences of the mag- 
netization. For our work the most pertinent results are the values of the magnetization 
at 4.2K with the magnetic field along the [loo] (easy direction) and 11111 directions: 

Mia0 = 1 9 . 7 ( 6 ) ~ ~  M I , ,  = 17.9(6)pBper2Er3FeS0,2. (3) 

3. Hyperfine field on 9Fe nuclei 

We write the hyperfine field as a sum of three terms 

BHF = Bo t Bdi, t B, (4) 

where Bo is the field on the nuclei of a free Fe3+ ion, B,,, is the dipolar field due to all 
other magnetic ions present in the crystal and B, is the change in Bo due to the ligand 
field effects. 

In stoichiometric YIG B,, is parallel to the spin (S) of the Fe3+ ion. In substituted 
systemsthedipolarfieldgenerallymakesanangle with(S)but, asjBdi,l < IBa/,onlythe 
projection of Bdip on (S) plays a role when calculating the hyperfine splitting. In what 
follows we therefore by B,,, mean the projection of Bdip on the direction of (S). 

Bdip is the sum of individual moment contributions: 

where the ith moment mi is at the point r,; n = (S)/l(S)l. B, consists of two parts: 

Bc = Bci + Bt, 

Bdand E,, being the crystal field and transferredcontributions, respectively. The ground 
electronic state 6S of the free FS' ion has a zero orbital moment. As a consequence, B, 
arises only through a small admixture of the excited states into the 6S state (see, e.g., 
Karnatchev et al(l980) for a more detailed discussion). It is generally believed that a 
more important role is played by E,,, i.e. by the transfer of Fe3+ valence electrons to and 
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fromthesurroundingions. Here, of course the transfer invoIving0’- ligands(cova1ency) 
dominates, but the effect of the nearest cations may also be important. 

When the Y3+ ion is replaced by E$+, both Bdip and B, are modified. If we neglect 
the effect of small distortion, the change ABdip in B,, is readily expressed in terms of the 
Er3+ moment using (5). The change AB, in B, is much mok difficult to estimate, but 
usecan bemadeoftheresultsobtainedbyEnglicheta1(1990)andBrabenecera/(1987a, 
b). These may be summarized as follows. 

(i) lABc(dnn)l > IABc(a)I > IAB,(d,,,)lasarule,i.e. thechangeinIBJforthenearest 
Fe”(d) neighbour of theE?t is larger than the change in IB,l of the nearest Fe3+(a) ion 
and this in turn is larger than 1ABJ for the next-nearest Fe’+(d) ion. 

V A Borodin et a1 

(ii) IABcI increases with increasing difference between the ionic radii: 

AR,,, = 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ( m 3 + )  - R , ~ , ( Y ~ + ) I .  
(iii) AB, is anisotropic, i.e. it depends on the direction of magnetization relative to 

the local coordinate system of the Fe3+ ion in question: 

The analysis of B, may be considerably simplified by using the semiempirical ‘inde- 
pendent bond’ (or ‘superposition’) model (Englich el a1 1990). This model is based 
on assumptions that the contributions of individual ligands to B, are additive and 
independent of each other, and that each contribution has a cylindrical symmetry. B, 
may then be written as 

~~ 
~~ ~~~ 

~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ 

K 

B, = (b:’ + b‘i) cos2 4,) (6)  
i =  1 

where thesumisovertheNIigandsofgivenFG’ion, b:’and b“’ arecalledtheisotropic 
and anisotropic ‘intrinsic fields’ (in analogy with the nomenclature of superposition 
model for the crystal field (Newman 1971)) and 4, is the angle which the magnetization 
makes with the bond of Fe3+ to ith Oz.. The intrinsic fields b;’ and b“’ depend only on 
the nature of the ligand and on the ligand-Fe3+ ion distance. In stoichiometric garnets 
the distances of six 0’- ligands of Fe”(a) (four ligands of Fe”(d)) are the same and 
therefore bg) and b“) are independent of i;  equation (6)  then reduces to 

I\’ 

B, = Nbo + b x cos’ 4; (7) 
‘ = I  

where N = 4 (6) for a d  (a) site. 
As *,are readilycalculatedfrom the knowngeometryof thegarnet structure, &is- 

for each site-determined by the twoparametersbd and b. However, this represents no 
simplification in thestoichiometricgarnet; because of the highsymmetryofa anddsites, 
the hyperfine coupling is in any case characterized by two parameters only. In the 
substituted systems the situation is different. If. for a particular FeJt ion in YIG, one 
nearest Y3+ ion is replaced by Er‘”, the symmetry of Fe3+ site is’lowered and, without 
the use of the independent bond model, four and six parameters are necessary to 
characterize the hyperfine coupling of Fe3+ (d) and Fe3+ (a), respectively (for the d site 
the C2 symmetry axis remains). The same applies of course to the satellite splittings. 
Turning now to the use of the independent bond model, we first note that the effect of 
the distortion around the substituted ion may be neglected as the ionic radii of Y3+ and 
E? differ only slightly (see Brabenec eta/ (1987a, b) for a discussion of this). What is 
changed, however, is the electron structure of the 0’- ion in the triad E$+-O2--Fe3+. 
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Figure 1. a+ 
values of r, ,  r2. 

and d+ bonds in garnets. 
r.andr,aregivenintableZ. 

The 

As a consequence the values of the intrinsic fields are also modified. For the change ABc 
we may write therefore 

AB, = Abo + Ab cos2 19k (8) 
where k is the index of the oxygen in the triad, and Ab,, and Ab are the changes in 
intrinsic fields. Only two parameters are therefore needed in order to characterize AB,. 

The situation is in fact slightly more complex as both a and d sites are bonded to a 
particular c site through two oxygen atoms (figure 1). This brings little complication for 
Fe3t(d) where both bonds are equivalent and the sum of the two contributions (8) may 
be written as 

AB,(d) = 2 Abo + Ab (cos’ 6,  + cos2 19,). (9 )  

(10) 

(11) 

For Fe3+(a) the two bonds are non-equivalent and the sum is 
AB,(a) = A @  + Ab:’ + Ab(’) cos2 6, + Ab(’) cos2 I?,. 

AB,(a) = 2 A b t )  + Ab(‘) [(l - t )  cos2 8, + t COS’ I?,] 
To emphasize the different importance of the two bonds we rewrite (10) as 

where 0 < t < I. The index i (i) denotes the oxygen in the triad Er?t-OZ--Fe3t with 
shorter (longer) Er‘+-02- distance. 

4. Experimental details 

Single crystals of the mixed Er,Y3-,Fe,0,z garnets (x = 0.12, 0,52,2.55 and 3) were 
grown by the method of spontaneous crystallization from the melt (for details see 
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dl 

FigureZ.Comparisonoflheexpenmental(0)andcalculated(-)NMnspcctraofFe“ ( d )  
ionsfT= 4,2K;MaIong[OOl]direction). 

Gapeev et a/ (1974)). The crystal composition was checked using x-rays, by measuring 
the unit-cell parameter. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the single crystals used 
in the present study, as well as the temperature of the first-order spin-reorientation 
transitions (111) U (loo), were studied earlier (Kolatchev et a1 1977, Kolatcheva et al 
1979, Borodin et a1 1980). Polycrystalline samples (x = 0.2 and 2.8) were prepared by 
ceramic technology (sintering temperature, 1400°C). 

NMRSpectra of”Feat liquid-helium temperature were recordedusingthe two-pulse- 
spin-echo method with r 2  = 2r,. NMR spectra represent an average over the spin echo 
signals as afunction of the frequency of excitation pulse. Asemiautomatic non-coherent 
NMR spectrometer with a quarter-wavelength coaxial cavity and with varying of the 
frequency was used. Measurement of the amplitude of the spin echo signal was made 
using a boxcar detector, which markedly improved the signal-to-noise ratio. The error 
in the frequency measurement was less than 5 IcHz. To exclude the instrument-induced 
broadening of N M R  lines the length of the pulses was chosen to be sufficiently long (10- 
3 0 p s )  and the amplitude of the radio-frequency field H ,  was chosen to be close to 
its optimal value, corresponding to  the maximum of the spin echo magnitude. The 
parameters of the pulses were selected so that only the nuclei in the domains were 
excited. 

The analysis given below is based on the results obtained on polycrystalline samples 
and on a single crystal with x = 0.12. The NMR lines in systems with x = 0.52 and x = 
2.55 were broader (see figure 2 for an example) and the structure of the spectrum was 
not well resolved. 
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Table3.SatellitesforM~~~OOlJ. Iistheintensityratioofthesatellites tomrfespondingmain 
lines. I = c/(l - c). where c is the concentration of the substitution. Ab corresponds to 
Y " u E ? *  substitution in the second coordination sphere of the Fe3+ ion. All other Ab 
correspond to substitution in the first coordination sphere. 

ABcxp (hnrZ) 
Main 
line Satellite ABbp ABs I x =0.2 x = 2 . 8  

du si 2 ,m Abb4 + 2g, Ab'd) 2r 0.495(15) -0.506(5) 

d, St  -c,m'c Ab14 t 2gI Ab'" r -  <0.230 

d, SA clm'(a + c) + g, ~ e 4  2r 0.132(10) -0.135(20) 

dll si c,m'(a - I C )  A@ + g, ~ 6 1 4  4r ~ 0 . 0 4  o.oo(m) 

d, $2 --Cpl'c Abb4 + 2g, Abc4 r <0.230 

d, s* -Ic,m Abb4 + g, Ab" ?r > -0.20 

a 3, -Lynm'c AbV) + Ab'"' [(l - r)g4 + zg5] 2r -0.191(5) 0.193(9) 
LI si c,m'c AbV' +Ab"]  [(I - z)gl + zgs] 2r O.llO(15) -0.11(3) 
LI SI kF A b r )  + Ab'*] [(l - r)g,  + zg,] 2r cO.1 > -0.12 

Table 4. Values of constants in table 3 for YIG and Eric. 

YIG 0.0433 0.0236 0.0310 0.4219 0.1415 0.4366 0.8514 0.1210 0.0276 
E ~ I G  -0.0436 -0.0237 -0.0312 -0.4220 -0.1464 -0.4315 -0.8480 -0.1253 -0.0267 

5. Results and their analysis 

5.1. M along the [ O O l ]  direction, with a zero externalfield 

IfMII[001], theninstoichiometricYiG allFe"(a) ionsare magnetically equivalent, while 
there are twoinequivalent tetrahedral Fe3+ ions: those with the S,axis along M (denoted 
as dll in what follows) and those with S ,  I M (denoted as dJ.  The relative intensities of 
the corresponding three main lines d, : d ,  : a are in the ratio 1 : 2 : 2. 

If one of the nearest Y3+ neighboursof the Fe3' ion is replaced byEr'+, satellite lines 
appear. The corresponding splittings are determined by (5), (9) and (11). On the 
assumption of a random distribution of E?' substitutions, the relative intensities of the 
satellites are given by thesimple binomial rule. These quantities are summarized in table 
3, together with the experimentally determined splittings (see the discussion below). 

There is a simple relation between the two opposite limits of YiG: Er and Er1G:Y; 
the expressions for the absolute values of splittings given in table 3 are the same in the 
two limits, but the signs are opposite. Note that it is the independent bond model which 
makes such a relation possible. Minor differences in Bd2p arise from the different lattice 
constants of Eric and YIG. Differences in the oxygen parameters slightly modify the 
parameters in front of b (table 4). 

In figure 3 the three main lines and their satellites of the x = 0.2 system are shown 
together with the mirror image of the spectrum of the x = 2.8 system. It is seen that 
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x.a2 

Figure 3. NMR spectra of T e  in Er,Y3..Fe50,, polycrystaliine garnets ( x  = 0.2 and 2.8) for 
T = 4.2 K.  and for zero external magnetic field. M along the [OOI] direction. Note that for 
x = 2.8 the mirror image of the spectrum is displayed. 

within the experimental accuracy the positions of corresponding satellites, relative to 
the main lines, coincide in both systems. From this fact we may infer the following. 

(i) The magnetic moments of E?+ are almost identical in both systems. 
(ii) ABc either is very small or is well described by the independent bond model. 

Besides the splittings between the satellites and the main lines, additional infor- 
mation is contained in the positions of the main lines. There is little reason to calculate 
their absolute positions, as nothing is known about the shape of the crystallites and 
consequently about the magnitude of the demagnetization field. The linear combinations 

Add = dll - d~ Adn di + U (12) 
do not, however, depend on the demagnetization field. Add and Ado still depend on bo 
and b unlike the satellite splittings, in the expression for which only the changes Aboand 
Ab appear (tables 3 and 5). For this reason we subtract the value of Add and Ado in the 
x = 2.8 and x = 0.2 systems. After rather cumbersome calculations we get the result 
(where the moments are in pB, and the splittings in megahertz) 

ddd = A,+& = 2.8) - Add(X = 0.2) 

= 0.003m'a - 0.001m'c+ 0.180~1 + 0.532(Ab(" +Ab(q) (13) 
a d o  = A,d(x = 2.8) - AJx = 0.2) 

0 . 0 6 7 ~ 1 ' ~  - 0 . 0 2 3 ~ 1 ' ~  + 0 .142~1  + 1.688(Ab(* + Ab(") 

+ 2Ab(') + 4(Abbd) + Abb4) + 6 Abt) .  
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A6 correspond to the substitution in the second coordination sphere, and all other Ab 
correspond to substitution in the first coordination sphere. Experiment gives add = 
1.063(10) MHz and ado = 0.906(10) MHz. 

One problem is to be noted; the correspondence between experimentally observed 
satellites and those predicted by theory is not unambiguous. We have removed all 
but one ambiguity by requiring that O < p ,  p'<free-ion values and lAbb"1, 
IAb("l< 0.3 MHz. 

The remaining ambiguity concerns the two satellites of the d ,  line. We shall now 
show how this ambiguity may be removed and at the same time the umbrella angle 
determined by combining the results presented here with those obtained by us earlier 
(Savostaetall989). We first note that from tables 3 and 4 it follows that the changes ABc 
for thesatellitess,(dll) and s2(dl)  are almost identical, the difference being0.02 Ab(d). If 
we neglect this small quantity, using m, m' from (2) and experimental value for the 
splitting sl(dll) from table 3, the splitting A(s2) between the lined, and its satellite s2(dL) 
may be expressed as a function of the umbrella angle: 

A(s,) = 0.254(12)c MHz c = c o s q .  (15) 

Wecannowuse the upperlimitforthe angleqasgivenin (2), together with thelimitation 
of A(s2) (table 3) to obtain 

0.222 MHz < ]A(s2)I < 0.230 MHz 

which leads to 

q = 23(?3)". (16) 

We note that it is the strong dependence of the form of line d, on the position of s2(d,) 
in the considered range of umbrella angles, which led to much more accurate value of 
9 compared with (2). To illustrate this point the positions of s2(dL), as calculated from 
(15), are shown in figure 2 by arrows for several values of the angle q. 

The magnetic moments of the Er?' ionsare now known with sufficient accuracy. We 
may therefore calculate the dipolar part of the splitting for all satellite lines, as well as 
the dipolar contribution to add and ado in (13) and (14). There remains the dependence 
on the parameters of the superposition model. Using then the experimental results we 
were able to Fuc the values of most of these parameters: 

Ab64 = 0.08(3) MHz Ab(" = -0.18(4) MHz 

Ab64 = 0.003(15) MHz Ab(" = -0.03(5) MHz (17) 
Abk)  = -0.016(8) MHz. 

The quantity Ab(") is small and its value is uncertain. No reliable value for the parameter 
T can be deduced. We note that the values (17) agree with the qualitative discussion 
given in section 3. 

5.2. M along[l1iJ direction 

With MII[111] in ideal garnets all d sites are magnetically equivalent and there are two 
inequivalent a sites: a, ( C ,  axis parallel to [l l l])  and a, ( C ,  axis along [TU], [lrl] or 
[l l l]) .  The ratio ofintensities d:al:a2is6: 1: 3. The satellite splittings are summarized 
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Table 5.. Satellites for Mll[lll].  r has the same meaning as in table 3. The terms 
Abb". Ab'" and Ab'O'are neglected. The valuesofconstantscx.g, are given in table 6.  

Main 
line Satellite ABd,o ABc . _. .., . , , , , , ,,. 

a i  S t  6r -0.156 

2r >-0.150 
2r 0.145(20) 
2r 0.145(20) 

Table 6. Values of constants in table 5 calculated for YIG. 

C4 C5 C6 

(MH.?) (MHz) (MHz) g, 88 & g!n 

0.0143 0.050 0.014 0.045 O.M9 0.050 0.949 
.,,,,, ,,..., ~ ,,.,,,... ,,.,..,.',, ,,,.,. , , ,  ,,, . ,  , 

,. ., ,, . , . , 

d 

E Q2 .. 
9 .  0% 

. *  x i 0.12 - 0  

0 -  . .  
m D  

- 0  

* -  
L .  

e -  

01 a' $66-  -eo ,e%&L 

64.4 6 4 6  6 4 . 8  75.0 75.2 75.4 76.0 76,2 76.4 M H z  

Figure4 .~~~spec t r ao f "Fe  inanEr, ,,Y,,,Fe,O,,singlecryrtdl forT= 4.2Kandexternal 
magnetic induction along the 111 I ]  direction. The value of magnetic induction was 0.44T 
when the spectrum of FP'(d) ions was measured while it was 0.27T for Fe" (a) ions. 

MHr 

in table 5. Experiments on only one single-crystal sample withx = 0.12 were performed; 
the spectrum is shown in figure 4. 

When determining the E?* magnetic moments we may use Eric magnetization as 
additional information; after subtracting the contribution of Fe?+ moments from the 
value (3) and using table 1 we get 

p(2a + p) + p'(2a' + p ' )  = 16. 11(30)pB. (18) 
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64.4 64.6 ' & Figure 5. Comparison of the experimental (0) 
andcalculated (-) NMR Spectra of Fe''(d) ions 
(T= 4.2K;Malong the [ill] direction). s,lts, Is, IS, ts,ts, 

To calculate the four umbrella parameters pu, fip, p ' d  and p'p' (a, p and a', p' are 
connected by p' + 2a2 = 1 and p'2 + 2a'2 = 1) we used the change A6k) in the intrinsic 
field of -0.016(8) MHz determined in section 5.1.  The positions of three Fe3+(a) sat- 
ellites s,(a,),  sz(az), s3(a2) together with (18) constitute a convenient system of four 
linear equations for the four unknown parameters. After solving the equations, all six 
satellitesof the Fe3+(d) line (with Abbd) and Ab(d) again determined insection 5.1) were 
calculated and compared with experiment. As seen from figure 5, the model describes 
the experimentally obtained NMR spectrum adequately also in this case. 

The values of the [ill] umbrella parameters calculated in the way described above 
are ( y  and y' are the angles which the moments make with the [lll] direction) 

fi = 5.80(30)pB p' = 5.45(75)pL, y = 12(+10)" y' = 48(t9)". 

6. Conclusions 

We have succeeded in the determination of the E?+ magneticstructure inEr,Y, -xFe;Fe,Olz 
garnets for the total magnetization along the (100) and (111) directions. To obtain an 
unambiguous solution we had to combine the results obtained on systems with low and 
high concentrations of Er and moreover earlier information on E?' magnetic moments 
had to be considered. The superposition model was used to describe the modification of 
thehyperlinefieldbythecrystal-fieldeffects,sothat the resultsobtainedforthemagnetic 
structure depends on the validity of this model. 

It would be valuable to make the measurements on a single crystal with a high Er 
concentration and for MII[111] direction. We believe that a more precise solution for 
the [ l l l ]  E?+ umbrella will then be obtained. 

Using the theory developed by Veltruskg (1987) and Savosta er a1 (1989), the results 
obtained may be employed to get unequivocal values for the crystal-field parameters of 
the E?+ ion. In this way a complete description of the behaviour of the E?+ ion in iron 
garnets, within the framework of isotropic exchange model, will be achieved. 

After this paper was submitted for publication, a neutron diffraction study of the 
crystal and magnetic structure of ErIc by Hock et a1 (1991) appeared. The value that 
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these workers obtained for the umbrella angle with M along the [Ool] direction is 25" at 
5 I( which is in excellent agreement with OUT value of 23(+3)". 

V A Borodin et nl 
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